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 ^ I. Introduction
Let Y  be an arcwise connected and simply connected topological space 
whose second homotopy group has a finite number of geneiators. Let iT be a 
4-dimensional finite complex. H. Whitney CIO] gave an algebraic criterion for that 
a mapping /  of the 2-section K ‘^ into Y  be extendable over K. On the other hand, 
J. H. C. Whitehead gave many useful theorems on the investigation of homotopy 
type, and also defined the Pontrjagin squares C7,8D. We shall restate the Whitney’s 
result in terms of the Pontrjagin squares, and prove this result by using White­
head’s theorems. The method is analogous to the Steenrod’s C4X W'e shall also give 
another definition of the Pontrjagin squares. I offer here my sincere thanks to 
Prof. A. Komatu, Messrs. T. Kudo and H. Uehara who gave me many valuable 
suggestions.
 ^2. Notations
(2. I) Let K be a finite cell complex, whose cells are oriented. Let C^(K, 
A ), Z ' ' (K ,A ) ,  B^(K , A )  and H ^(K, A )  denote respectively the groups of r-A- 
cochains, r-A-cocycles, r-A-coboundaries and r-A-cohomology classes. We shall 
denote by {w} the cohomology class containing u, an element of Z^(K^ A). When 
cocycles u and v are cohomologous, we write . When K \  and are finite 
cell complexes and f  is ^ cellular map of -KTi into we denote by 7 the homo­
morphism induced by /  of A ) , ... , H X K 2, A^  into C^CiTi, A \ . . . ,
A^y respectively. Let I q be the additive group of integers. A Iatin small letter 
attached with the symbol — such as h, means an integral cochain.
(2. 2) Throughout this paper, we suppose that a topological space Y  is an 
arcwise connected, simply connected, Hausdorff space whose 2-d,imensional homo­
topy group 7T2(F) has a finite number of generators. Let >^>1. be a fixed point in 
Y , Maps always mean continuous maps. Let X , F, Y '  be topological spaces 
such that X ' d X  and Y 'C Y ,  The notation /:  CX, X^^~->iY, Y^)  means that /  
is a map of X  into Y  satisfying the condition /  ( X ^ ) C Y \  When maps /, g  : 
X - ^ Y  are homotopic, we write f ^ g .
% 3. The Pontrjagin squares
(3. I) Let A  and A^ be abelian groups and T a map of A  into A '  satisfying 
the following conditions:
1) r ( ^ ) - r ( - ^ ) ,
2) rCa+6) =  rc^)+rc^»)+c^, w , a^ deA,
where b'} is a bilinear function defined on with values in A \  Then, in 
the similar way as in C7, p. 61D, we get the following properties : i) T(ina^=^n^T(^a^, 
where n is an integer and a ^ A .  ii) T(ai+a2-\-----
where at e 2 ,... , p). iii) 2T(a)^Cc^y a'X iv) If ma^O,  then (m^y 2m yi\a)
=0, where {p, q) denotes the greatest common measure of integers p  and q,
(3. 2) We shall here recall the definition and some properties of the Pontr- 
jagin squares which were given by J-. H. C. Whitehead C8X
Let K  be a finite simplicial complex, and {ci,,.. ,Cq} a canonical basis for 
(K ,  /o ). Let {A, r} be a system given in (3. I). Let u^Z^C K , A ) .  Then, 
using the canonical basis, we may represent u by where m ^ A .  The
Pontrjagin square of u is given by
where )^ci—~ci\jci + ci^\dci  and r is even. We have the following properties.
i) When we pass from cocycles to cohomology classes, p induces a map $  
of H ^(K , A )  into H^^(Ky AO which is independent of the choice of an order of 
vertices in K  and a canonical basis of C^(K, /o ).
ii) $  is natural, that is to say, when g  denotes a simplicial map of finite 
simplicial complexes g :  Kr->K2 , the commutativity holds in the diagram;
H K K i , A) — >
H \ K 2  , A )  — > H^XK2  , ^ 0 .
i.e.,
iii) If Ui, U2 , ^ Z^(K, A)y
p(ui+u2 + ’" ,
where U is the cup product given by considering the function in the defini>
tion of r as a group pairing of A  with itself to A \
iv) 2pu-^u\Ji^i where u G Z ^(K , A^.
■/
When .Y is a topological space, using the Cech cohomology theory, we can define 
A'') in the usual way. And we can see that the similar 
properties hold. ^  is a topological invariant and is called the Pontrjagin squares, 
(3. 3) When A  has a finite number of generators, we shall give another 
definition of the Pontrjagin squares. Let {ai... , at} be a system of independent 
generators of A, Using this system, any u € Z^(K , A )  may be written in the form 
of a t . It is easily seen that Ui is a cocycle mod. n i i , where nii is the
order of a t . Now we define
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where Wi=IuAJui-\^ui\jidui and r is even. Then we have the 
proposition, I f u ^  Z^(K , A),
in Z ^ X K ,
Proof. Since u € A), Hi is a cocycle mod. nii and Htat € Z^’CK, A).  It
follows from iii) of (3. 2) that
Pu = PCYliili^ i( i^) ^ YlipCuiCli) + S  U%ai')\J Qujaj'),
From the definition of the cup products,
IHaiKJUjaj=Ccii, aj'}ui\Juj.
Therefore it remains to prove that P ( T n a i ) iai')pTn for any i, Let dci^mdi  
( i  = 1 , ,  q I ni\nt + i)y where nidi = O if />/>, and ( d i , . . . , d p )  is part of a 
canonical basis for / o ) .  Let Ut=Ylj^ijCj where Qtj is an integer. Then
dmai =Yli^i jn^jtti = 0.
It follows that for any i ,  S^ijntai=O, hence m i\Q ijn j.
Thus ^ifcj is a cocycle mod. mi.  Therefore, by C7,(4:.7), p. 61D,
pUi=p(^j^ifj)^YljpC^iiCj)-VYlj<TcC^ijCj\jQi^-l^
mod. im \,  2 m i \
Since (jn\  , 2mO'/X6^0=0, pi^ijCj)=Q>\jpCj, Qljliaiy=T(Qijai) and * a i \
it turns out that
r( ai )pui ^  Yl (  at )|)( Q ijCj)+ S  j<^ jJ (ai)(QijCj{jQi7cC]c)
'=Ylj'K^ijaOpCi+Ylj^jcC^ijai, QijcaiycjUcjc.
By the definition of p, the right hand is
P(YljQijaiCi) = P(Utai).
This completes the proof.
From this proposition it is seen that the operation W  in cohomology classes induced 
by P' coincides with the Pontrjagin square Since $  is independent on the 
choice of independent generators of A,  so is .
Relations between tl2( Y )  and TTs(F)
(4. I) Let Si be an oriented 2-sphere, and S iV^^iV  ••• V*S? a space consisting 
of the collection of Sf , S | , , Sf intersecting in the unique point e .^ Let be 
an oriented closed 2-cube and ^ t : (E^y E^)~>(Sj , e^) be a map of degree +1 such 
that ^ i \ ( E ^ " E ^ )  is a homeomorphism of E ^ - E ^  onto S \ -e ^ .  We define a map 
COiJ of thehonndoivy ^ iJ= E \y .E^]-\-E\y.E'] of S l j = E l ^  E ’^j onto S f ^  S^as follows;
rr ( x , y ) e E U E ] ,
( X , y ) e E I X E j _
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Let
.0 : (SI V S?,
be a map such that p lS f, p |S 5 represent the elements au dj of 7T2(F ) , respect­
ively. Then the element of T T s(F ) represented p c o i j i  st j ~>Y is the Whitehead 
product atoaj CS,GD. The Whitehead product is bilinear.
( 4 . 2 ) Let be the Hopf map (i.e., a map with the Hopf invarient
+ 1 ), and a: a map representing a given element a ^ The corres­
pondence induces a map 7^  ^of nz(Y)  into Tts(Y). Then 7^ :^  has the following
properties C5,8,9D :
y^ :^ ( - a € nzCY), 
-\-b)=^ri^(a)-\-y^^(ib)-¥aob a, 7T2(F ) .
§5. The extension theorem
Let be a 4~dimensional finite cell complex whose cells are oriented,
the p-section of K  and / a  map of into Y ,  Since TTi(F)-0, there exists 
a normal map / '  such that For a map /^  the difference cochain
tt2(F ) )  is defined as usual, where * denotes a constant map. 
Since d X f ' )  is independent on the choice of / ' ,  we shall define d X f ) = = d \ f ^ ) ,  
Clearly <5J2(/)=0 if and only if /  is extendable over K^.
Let us assume that /  is extendable over and / :  K^->Y  be an arbitrary 
extension of /  over Then the 4-dimensional -obstruction cocycle c X f )  € 
(2 T , T T s (F ))  is to be defined. It is well known that the cohomology class { c X f ) }  
does not depend on the choice of an extension 7, but only on fC2'). Therefore we 
may denote this class by {zKf)}-  Then the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for that /  can be extended over are d d K f ) ^ 0  and {zK f)}= 0 .
(5. 2) By (4. 2), it is seen that {tt2( F ), TTs(F), 77^ }.} is a system satisfying 
the conditions of (3. I). And since tt2(F )  has a finite number of generators, we 
obtain from (3. 2) or (3. 3) the Pontrjagin square of this system:
: H K K ,  7 Z 2 ( Y ) ) - > H K K ,  T T s (F ) ) .
Then our main theorem is stated as follows.
Theorem I. I f  / :  K^->Y is extendable over
{ z K /) } = ? ^ { W ) }  .
The proof will be given in § 6  and ^7.
From this theorem, we get
Theorem 2, (Extension theorem) The necessary and sufficient conditions for  
that a map / :  K^-VY he extendable over K  are d d K f ) ^ ^  ccnd ); idK f)^^
Remark: Since our result is different from the Whitney’s ClOD only in
the respect that the latter contains some terms including U 2. However, it is 
easily seen by the following proposition, that these terms are coboundaiies which
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vanish away in cohomology classes.
proposition. If u £ Z ^ ( K ,  I q} and p ~ i  is odd, 2u{jiu^0.
Proof. See C4, p. 299X 
Thus our result coincides with the Whitney’s.
§6. Reduced complex
(6. I) We assumed that 7T2(F) has a finite number of generators. Let ai,  
«2 » . . . » be its independent generators, where the order of ai is mi.  We may 
suppose that mC>l or ^«=0 according as i ^ s  or ^ > s, and nii\nii+\. We note 
that the integers t, s and the system {mi,  m2 , , mt} are invariants of 7T2(F), 
hence of topological space Y . We shall construct the special 4-dimensional cell 
complex i? which is called the reduced complex R  for Y  C7^ .
Let Si be a p-dimensional oriented closed cube, and its interior, when ^>0.
is the cell complex, which satisfies the following conditions :
C i )  7?^=j?®=a single point e ,^
C ii ) ^ i + g2 _|_ ... ^^2  ^ where e\(i=^ly 2 , ,  t) is attached to by a
map Thus + is a 2-sphere S?, and V-Sf-
( i i i )  R^=R^ + el-i-e2+ ••• where e fd  = !, 2,...  , s) is attached to R^ by a
map of degree miC'yi),
Civ) + + *** +^12 + ^ 13 1" **' +^iH'^23+ ••• f, where e^(i
2,.. . , O is attached to R^ by the Hopf map and efj (i<^j, 2, j
=  1, 2 , ,  O is attached to by the map defined in (4.1).
(6.2) Let h : R^->Y be a map such that h\S^ : represents at € 7T2(F).
Then since c^(/z)=0, h  has an extension h: R ^-^Y .  We shall prove Theorem I
for R"^  and h, Let ef, ef, efj be integral cochains which take I as coefficient on
eh respectively. Since e j ( j ^ i )  is a cocycle mod. el\Jej is a cocycle
mod. mi and is a cocycle mod. (mf, 2mi), And, from C7, Theorem 5, p. 78],
we have 9
^ iU ej^e t j  mod. mt (i<Cj) ,
pef^Ci  mod. 2mO .
Since d ‘K h )= Y lm e i  and aief ^ Z K R i  Ttz(Y)), it follows from (3.2) that
pdKh)^YliP(aiei)+ HiCjdiel U aje^ j
==^12iV>i:(ai)pej^I2i<:j(aioajye ,^Ue%
Noting that (m?, 2mi)v,^(ai)=0 and mi(aioaj)=0, we have 
p d K h)^Hiy^d(^i)et-^Hi<^j(aioaj)etj.
On the other hand, by the difinition,
cKh)=^HiV:^((^i)ei + Hi<j(ciioaj)etj.
Thus pdKh)-^cXh),
i .e.,  ^^\dKh)}^{2Kh)}.  Q.E.D.
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Remark. The above-mentioned reduced complex is a special case of reduced 
complexes which were given* by J. H. C. Whitehead C7J.
(6.3) Here we shall note some properties of homotopy groups of R  which 
will be needed in the following parts. Let fit be a map which was defined in 
(4.1), and bu b /  be respectively an element of tz2(R^), an element of 
both of which are represented by j3«. Let t : R^~^R^ be an identity map, the 
homomorphism of ttsCR^) into n^(R^) induced by i, Then is onto CS. Lemma 
33. On the other hand, ks(R^) is a free abelian group which is generated by 
( /= 1 ,  2 , . . . ,  O and b io h 0 K j,  i, i = l ,  2,... , O Cl, 73. Therefore 7t^(R^) is 
generated by ( / = 1 ,  2,... , 0  and b/ob/ i, i = l ,  2, .. .  , 0 -
§7. Proof of Theorem I
(7 .1)  Let / :  be an arbitrary map. Since TTi(F)=O, there exists a 
normal map f '  such that Let a\ be an arbitrary oriented 2-cell. We shall 
denote by an element of which is represented by where 
Cici is an integer. In each choose t disjoint closed 2-cubes ... , 
oriented in agreement with <r|. Let g  : K^~^R^ be a map such that g\ ^Ef  : 
C Ei, e^) is a map of degree Cjd for any k, i and g i K ‘^ -\J^E\')=^e^. 
It is clear that h g ~ f ' , hence h g ^ f .  Therefore dK f}= ^dK hg}.
Now suppose that /  can be extended over K^. It follows from the homotopy 
extension property that h g  has an extension. Since TTi(F)=O, it is seen (2') that
{zXf )}  = IzXhg)],
From these arguments, without loss of generality, we may suppose that /  is 
hg  for the purpose of proving Theorem I.
(7 .2)  Suppose that f=^hg  : has an extension over Let (Jj be an 
arbitrary oriented 3-cell of K, and where ei is the incidence number 
between and al. Then h\a^, f \ h^  represent S  eicuh ^ 7i:2(R^)y 2lcii Jcii
^TVz(Y) respectively. Since /  is extendable over
Ylkdcjci^O mod. mt
for any i==l, 2 , . . . ,  t  Therefore, Tik^Cjci=O if f>s ,  and lZicdcTci=n{mi ( n { : integer) 
if i ^ s .
In (7j, choose s closed 3-cubes ^El, ^ E l , , ^Es oriented in agreement with 
<7^ , having only a single point pj  in common. Let E^%=^^E f ^ ^ E l ^ Es if 5>0 
and ^E^=pj if s=0. Let (pj: {^E^y p j)-K R^,  be a map such that cpj\^El: 
CEf ,  ^ E \y K S i ,  s \ )  is a map of degree n{. Let ^ be a 3-cube such that ^E% 
d^Q^C. Int. a% ^ is oriented in agreement with Let ^(^) be a point which 
a straight line pj p  interesects with ^ where p  is an arbitrary point of ^E%. 
Map all points of pqip)  to (pj(p)eR^,  and j e ^Pq(P)  on e .^ Then
we get an extension of (pjy (pj: such that represents an
element Yhnimibi of kzCR^), On the other hand, g\aj  also represents S  eicicihiik
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^Ylinlniibi. Therefore g\a] ocad are homotopic in Using this homotopy,
we obtain a mapping gj  : which is an extension of (pj and g\^j .  Let g:
be a map such that g\(r^j=gj, then g  is an extension of g, and J^T ig  is 
an extension of /.
(7. 3) Let a\ be an arbitrary oriented 4-cell. Then, from (6. 3), an element 
of which is represented by a map g\a t  have a form
where jT-, F]j are integers.
Now choose in (Ti closed 4-cubes
... , t, oriented in agreement with with a single point pi in common.
Let Let be a map
such that <pi VEt • ^Et)~~>(st, 6^), cpi {^Efj : CEtj, ^Ea)-^(Stj, 8tj) are maps of 
degree T-, Fl j  respectively. Let be an 4-cube which is oriented in agreement 
with a I and satisfies the condition ^E^C^Q"^C Int. d}. Using the similar argument 
as in (6. 2), we can construct an extension of (pi, such that upY'Q'^
represents YliF\y]:^Cbi^^Yli<jF\fiiob/^7to,{R^}, On the other hand, since g\a"^ 
also represents it, '^VEt and 'gYoi are homotopic in R^. Using this homotopy, we 
can get a map : a\~^R^ which is an extention 6f and lpi, Let ^ 
be a map such that "g\(yi=giy then ?  is an extension of g.
Now using the general theory of continuous extension by HuC3], we can see that
{cKhg)]-=g^{cKh)},
{ d K h g ) } ^ ^ { d K h ) ] .
Since {zK f  — \cKhg)i}, {c\h')} ^ '^ { d \h ') }  and $  is natural, we have
{2\n}  =  {cKhg^ } -=mcKh}}
^ m ^ { d K h ) }  ^ ^ { d K h g y ^  .
Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem I.
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